Capillaries and flow redistribution play an important role in muscle blood flow reserve capacity.
Perfusion of skeletal muscle varies considerably during rest, exercise, or when arteries are occluded. The extent that a muscle can adapt to changes in flow demand is often expressed as the ratio of the highest inducible flow and control flow, the microvascular blood flow reserve capacity (MBFRC). However, perfusion of the nutritive capillaries of skeletal muscle may not only be improved by the increase in blood flow proportional to the increase in arterial flow, but also by diverting originally shunted flow towards the muscle proper. Consequently, MBFRC is not a good measure of capillary flow reserve, unless the assessed flow in both conditions is purely nutritive in nature. Therefore, in critical conditions, flow measurements in large vessels are not appropriate to assess MBFRC. In muscle, capillaries are compliant, i.e., with varying transmural pressure capillary diameter varies. During high perfusion states, when capillary transmural pressure is increased, capillary compliance results in increased capillary diameter and, hence, in reduced resistance and increased exchange surface area. This results in improved perfusion and enlarged capillary exchange surface area. In low perfusion states, capillary diameter is reduced. This augments the detrimental effects of the low perfusion status. Operative restoration of perfusion pressure not only increases the driving force for perfusion, but also leads to (passive) dilatation of the capillary bed and an extra reduction in resistance to flow, and, hence, a disproportional increase in flow.